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Teramind’s highly customizable platform can detect
virtually any user activity that happens on an endpoint
to protect against insider threats while content-based
data exfiltration prevention safeguards sensitive data.

Insider threats have risen 44% over the past two years

Did You Know?

-Ponemon Institute

over the past two years
44%

Insider threats have risen

Stay on top of your compliance
management with an automated
system that accounts for the
human element

Compliance Management

Keep your enterprise protected in today’s
complex threat landscape with user and
entity behavior analytics validated by
machine learning

User and Entity Behavior Analytics

Analyze cohort behavior in specific
business processes to identify ways
to optimize workflows

Business Process Optimization

Stay ahead of risks threatening sensitive
data with comprehensive activity
monitoring that alerts admins to
suspicious and risky user behaviors

Employee Monitoring

Strengthen your defensive posture
by protecting sensitive data through
endpoint telemetry and behavior
analytics

Behavioral Data Loss Prevention

Counteract data misuse, malicious
activity and exfiltration attempts with
automated responses that combat
insider threats to data

Insider Threat Prevention

What We Offer

Since 2014, over 10,000 organizations around the world have trusted 
Teramind to provide insider threat detection, data loss prevention, 
and business process optimization through behavioral user data.
By harnessing behavior analytics, our award-winning platform has 
helped enterprises in finance, retail, manufacturing, energy, 
technology, healthcare, and government optimize their workforce 
and protect their businesses.

About

Insider risk management, employee monitoring and
productivity optimization powered by user behavior
analytics for business



https://www.teramind.co/demo-requestContact  sales@teramind.co  for a 1:1 demo

Our introductory platform 
with limited monitoring, 

rule building capabilities 
and customizable 

dashboards

Starter

Complete user activity 
monitoring with unlimited 
rules, audit and forensics 

tools, and prebuilt 
productivity policies

UAM

Content-based data 
exfiltration prevention 

plus robust activity 
monitoring for data 

protection and incident 
forensics 

DLP Enterprise

For the most demanding 
enterprises and government 

organizations: SLA, 
Professional Services,
and Customizations

On Premise,  Cloud,
Private Cloud Deployment

OCR

Data Loss
Prevention Toolkit

Activity Blocking

Insider Threat Detection

Behavior Analytics

Dynamic Risk Scoring

Custom Web &
App Monitoring

Anomaly Detection

Advanced Activity 
Monitoring

Essential Activity Tracking

Explore the Teramind Platform

Email and live in-app chat support are always available

24/7 Support to Keep You Going Share, vote for and track the features
you'd like to see next

Wishlist

Our certification program offers
continued product training
through in-depth learning modules

Teramind Academy

Ongoing Education
and Communication

Our product specialists will
personally guide you through
every use case you’re interested in

1:1 Training

Join other users for a
walkthrough of the experience

Weekly Webinars

Familiarize yourself with
the platform for free

Free Trial

Explore Teramind’s features
in our test environment

Live Demo

 The Right Resources to Get You Started
Supporting our customers
every step of the way


